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Editorial

Hi, first up, good news for E20 flyers. Chris Redrup has included a competition for said models
in the Crookham Gala, see add for details.
More good news, Odiham is back, see adds.
Been thinking (makes my brain hurt), our society is barely functioning, we run piggy back events
on the meetings of others and that is all. We always were a one flying field only society but
the halcyon days at Middle Wallop are long gone and we are badly in need of a flying field to
base activities on. We could use Salisbury Plain I suppose but I’m not sure the members would
approve. Anyone know of a flying site, North London area would be great. We’ve put out feelers
before to no avail, but it will not hurt to try again. Any thoughts anyone?

OK, what’s in this issue.
 Our Chairman reports on a Wickham indoor event with interesting pictures.
 I’ve dug up another Pylonius piece, manufacturers and airfields are one topic followed

by a swipe at beginners articles then a go at club names.
 Paul Lovejoy sends in his second article, still claiming non-expertise.
 Engine review is the Italian ‘Barbini’. This old fashioned looking engine of just under 1cc

has a remarkable performance which belies its appearance.
 A Model Aircraft News Review from 1949 talks of the Wakefield contest and of the

Americans new method of team selection which could well be cribbed from our own.
There is mention of records, also a French International R/C Comp and a bit on Tailless
models.

 Peter Hall submits another coupe profile, this time Richard Fryer is the victim.
 I found an appreciation of one of our well known experts of the past, Jim Bagley.
 1954 Heard at the Hagar Doors comments on a bad start to the new season (nothing

new there) and highlights the slow response by CD’s in sending in comp results and
resulting loss of times for some entrants. It also talks of ‘only’ 46 entrants in the
Gamage cup. The formation of the ‘Society of Aero Artists’ is applauded. The
resurgence of indoor flying is reported as the Cardington Airship Hangar is to be made
available on several dates.

 I’ve dipped into my picture files and selected a few from Middle Wallop in 2011.
 There is more on Zeppelins.
 Nick Peppiatt reports on an indoor flying exercise he put together for his school teacher

daughters’ class of 5 & 6 year olds.
 Martin Pike came across a box of 1950’s Practical Mechanics with occasional

aeromodelling articles. I picked out the oldest article, one on model engines.
 Martin, in addition, gives a run down on his indoor meets at Bangor.
 The D.H.60 Moth is this issues aircraft described. Suitable for indoor I think.
 Alan Brocklehurst reports on the London Gala with emphasis on F1G and Roy Vaughn

weighs in with the Southern Coupe League latest results tables.
 Roger Newman presents yet more of his own personal opinions on the wacky world of

eVETOL, together with pictures of more machines in the pipeline.
 Roy Tiller has more on ‘The Eagle Book of Balsa Models’.
 Our secretary pens his monthly report.
 We wrap up this issue with the usual three plans submitted by Roger Neman.

Editor
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Wickham Indoor - Tony Shepherd

Wickham Indoor 14th March 2024
I’ve finally managed to get to my first indoor free flight session of 2024 with a visit to
Wickham, following several failed attempts due to various reasons that really don’t justify
recalling.  I have to say that I was surprised at the number of new faces I saw amongst the 11
flyers – there were 7 that I didn’t recognise which is a healthy situation given that we are
continually being told that our hobby is fading away and people are just giving up.  Among them
it was particularly good to see Harry Brown who is clearly a keen and highly proficient
aeromodeller and at a mere 30 years old makes me wonder if there is indeed some hope for
the future!
The evening was the usual two and a half hours of chat and fun flying with the only competition
being between the flyers and their models as they try and get the best out of them.
Colin Hutchinson was again flying his beautiful no-cal Buzzard Bombshell very stylishly whilst
Paul Lovejoy had one of his triplane squadron with him but I was forbidden to photograph it
for fear of me putting the hex on it which is apparently is what normally happens.

Paul Lovejoy & Harry Brown chatting on covering Harry’s ‘Dumas Citabria’

I hadn’t met father and son duo Peter and
Harry Brown before, but they put in some
very good flights.  Peter had two lovely
models with him – a scaled down Cessna
Bird Dog and a Gasparin powered Jim
Dandy that bore a resemblance to a
much- reduced Record Breaker.

Meanwhile Harry was flying a couple of
high wingers - a Mick Flack Tiddler and a
Dumas Citabria - both finished to very
high standard prompting much chat on
covering and other related topics.  I
understand that the guys are regulars at
the meetings at Trinity near Newbury but
it will be good to see more of their work
flying at Wickham in the future. Peter Brown &

‘Cessna Bird Dog’
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Steve (sorry I didn’t
pick up your surname)
flew one of Ray
Malmstrom’s models
very well which
definitely justified
the picture of it on
the table. I must
track that one down
and dig out some
1/16th basla.

As for me, my mylar
Ikara Butterfly put
in a good shift
despite the first
flight bouncing off
the lights several
times.

Meanwhile the Waffle 2 performed as well as ever – it’s getting rather old now with
performance details scribbled on the inside of its box suggesting it could have started flying
in 2005!  A bit of useless information – Waffle 2 is the name of a new design of trainers being
manufactured by Nike - I did tell you it was useless.
Thanks to the Waltham Chase club for continuing to support this event and in particular to
their club member, Alan Wallington, who very kindly runs it.

Tony Shepherd

Peter Brown’s Jim Dandy
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Extract from Model Aircraft May 1955

Model Aircraft May 1955
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I’m No Expert No.2 - Paul Lovejoy

Memories of mucking around with control line during my school days meant that, once I had
returned to aeromodelling, it was probably inevitable that sooner or later I would give diesel
power another try.  Powered free flight was, however, a new diversion for me.  So I decided to
go back to where it all started, with an original Mills .75 and a Tomboy plan.  One year on, here
are the main lessons I have learned to date.

1. Tomboys really do fly away:

Yes, I’d heard all the cautionary tales, but the Tomboy is so boxy and the Mills so mild that
surely as long as you’re careful…… And careful I was during my first trimming session.
Prop on backwards, engine barely burbling, hardly any fuel, short d/t.
All went so well that, despite Dave Etherton’s and Tony Shepherd’s sage advice, I decided to
step things up a bit.
Increasing confidence led to 2 simultaneous errors: forgetting to allow for lower fuel
consumption with a leaned-out engine (pretty obvious really), and an imperfectly calibrated
viscous d/t.  We fly in a natural bowl so, once over the boundary tree line, it really could have
gone anywhere.
Given that Dave Etherton had already warned me twice about this happening, it was game of
him to join in the search.  An entertaining hour scouting bramble patches, solar farms and
paddocks proved fruitless, so with a heavy heart and torn trousers I eventually accepted that
I had re-learned the first rule of free flight.  I decided to put my trust in the address label,
but in truth had low expectations of being reunited.

2. Tissue over Mylar works:

Impressed by the performance of Tomboy 1, I decided to build another straightaway.
This did the trick and 6 weeks later, within hours of starting to cover Tomboy 2, I received a
text from a nice man called Charles who had “found a toy plane with this number on it”.  He
said it looked complete, but the intervening period had been marked by extreme heat followed
by an almost biblical thunderstorm, so I feared the worst.
With a bottle of wine donated to Charles, I realised that Mick Blundell had been right to urge
me to try using Mylar (10 micron as advised by Mike Woodhouse, a bit chunky but easy to work
with). The model had spent 6 weeks in long grass (about 50 yards on from where we had stopped
looking) with no other shelter, the nylon prop had faded impressively but all flying surfaces
were still straight and true.  The red Esaki on top was now a delicate pink, but stripping and
re-covering over the Mylar was a piece of cake.  Thanks, Mick.  I also replaced the viscous d/t
with a KSB timer, having acquired some good examples from Stuart Darmon.

3. Diesel fuel goes stale really quickly if not stored properly:

A frustrating August day was spent searching fruitlessly for non-existent fuel line blockages
while perfect flying conditions went to waste.  The fuel had only been left in the filler bottle
for 4-5 days since the last flying session, and it had been lovely and warm in the garage, so
what could possibly go wrong?  In retrospect, this may explain my inability to get anything from
my normally-reliable Frog 150 at the school’s model engineering exhibition in about 1974.  This
was probably a blessing in disguise, as we had been turfed off the playing field onto an asphalt
quad.  I doubt whether my Rascal stunt trainer would have survived the experience.
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Tomboy 1 following recovery but prior to re-covering

4. Phil Smith knew a thing or two about model aircraft design:

After the Tomboy(s) I had to try a Cardinal, again with a Mills .75.  An elderly Replikit example
went to together quickly and easily.
The rudder trim tab worried me though, as it looked puny compared to the chunky Tomboy
version.  So I extended it to a substantial rectangle.  It only took a few instances of right
spirals followed by left spirals to realise that the original was perfectly suited to the aircraft,
and the Cardinal now potters around very happily having reverted to the correct design.

5. Onwards and (not too far) upwards:

At the conclusion of my first year of powered free flight, I still have all 3 models in good flying
order.
This is probably due to me (eventually) accepting Dave’s advice that a 45 second d/t is about
right for our field.
The Tomboys’ perform similarly except that, if the d/t trips with engine running, Tomboy 1
(Mills) stalls while Tomboy 2 (Irvine) loops – and somehow keeps its wings on.
Given this, Tomboy 2 is possibly a candidate for converting to radio assist (which of course
would make it a Tomboy 3).  I rather like the idea of Dave Boddington’s Carina biplane version
of the Cardinal.
Beyond this, a trip or two to Salisbury Plain is in order for 2024, together with perhaps a
venture into free flight powered scale.  Which is where the Mercury Tiger Moth that I couldn’t
resist at the autumn Aeromodeller auction may come in.
I’ll close with sincere thanks to everyone mentioned in my last two articles.
Free flight aeromodelling really is characterised by the friendliest group of people you could
ever hope to meet, and I am truly grateful for all the advice and generosity that I have received
so far.

Paul Lovejoy
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Engine Analysis: Barbini - Aeromodeller May 1957
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Aeromodeller May 1957
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News Review - Model Aircraft May 1949
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Model Aircraft May 1949
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Couprofile 19: Richard Fryer - Peter Hall

Richard launches FK1

Peter:
 Richard, could you tell us something about your aeromodelling history and your

dedication to coupe flying?

 What is your approach to the coupe class - design,  construction, flight pattern etc?

 How do you pick the air.

 Looking forward, what developments would you like to make?

Richard:
I started flying Vintage models back in the mid-eighties,

I flew rubber Vintage lightweight, Glider and Occasional 4 and 8oz Wakefield.
I was drawn to vintage as I had grown up flying stick and tissue models.
My job meant I did not have much free time and vintage models were fairly straightforward,
well to build anyway! I was lucky that my interest in model flying coincided with the boom in
vintage flying and was able to fly at some of the truly amazing competitions organised by David
Baker and SAM 1066 at Middle Wallop in the 90's.

I began to be drawn to modern F1G because, unlike other modern classes, there is still
a wide variety of approaches to model design and all of them seem to be competitive.
Initially to get some experience of flying F1G I built a couple of Dennis Davit's DIG 150
designs, this from a plan and construction article in the Aeromodeller.
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The models flew really well and I learnt a lot from flying them.
Deciding that I did enjoy the class I wondered how I could progress? I had bought a
Stepanchuck F1G model to try out and although it was an amazing model, trying to reproduce
that level of engineering at home was beyond me.

I decided I wanted to try and build a systems free, mid tech model of my own. Luckily my
friend Robin Kimber lived not far from me and we often spent evenings together trimming
models. After a bit of badgering Robin agreed to help with the design.
The initial plan was to try to use prefabricated parts to both save time in construction, I still
worked full time, and to try to incorporate some modern structural methods in the model. This
would allow me to produce something from home with basic tools (I only have hand tools and a
dremel!) and that would be, hopefully, competitive.

We decided to base the model roughly on the Stepanchuck's F1G design, at the time Stepan
sold a kit of parts for his F1G wing.
The wing used a carbon tube main spar, carbon te, balsa le and was fairly stiff and light.
The tail is sparless using a 3mm carbon tube as a leading edge.
Looking for a supplier of hubs I had heard that Edguardo Figueroa, a South American model
flyer and builder of a successful TOP Coupe design, still sold his own design prop hubs and
fuselage tubes. After a few emails he very kindly agreed to make me some.
The finished hub design with prop blades, fold bands etc, weighs around 14 grams.
The prop Blades are from a design Robin had produced based on John O'Donnell's articles in
the aeromodeller on prop design.

The blades are made on a mould, covered in 20 gsm GF and weigh 3 grams each.
The prop is 20" span on 40mm wire outriggers and is turned by 12 strands of 1/8th.

The fuselage is one piece and looks a bit like an under and over shotgun! I wind in the model
with a blast tube and I wanted easy access to broken motors, without having to disassemble the
model.

The booms are carbon from Freeflight supplies and very light.
The model uses RDT but has no other mechanical systems.

The model weights are 25g wing, 23g fuselage, 3.8g tail, 14.5g prop and hub, RDT is 6g.
I am currently trying BMK trackers as they save a gram or two over Bodnar ones that are sadly
no longer available.
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I use a Torque meter when winding and the motors are usually trashed after one flight.
The models fly Right/Right with a bit of tail tilt, Right prop blade folded a fraction more out
in the breeze and a touch more fluorescent paint on the right wing than the left! I find it
easier to trim models R/R and I find it's better in breezy conditions.
The only warps are a little washout on the left wing.

For thermal detection I use a streamer but I must admit that I could do a lot better than I
do. Coupe really is an air picking contest and I am not great at it. I recently saw on FaceBook
that BMK are going to produce a thermal finding bit of electronics, if it happens that will
certainly be very useful.

Next developments are for a lower profile TOP model, still without systems. Roughly the same
planform as the FK1 but with a band on wing for a bit more crash resistance. Just in case the
theories don’t work!
In 2023 I built a new prop for the model using a mould with a more helical pitch distribution
than the last model. I will hopefully trial the prop this year. As always with a new design the aim
is to control weight.
I am currently looking at lighter body tubes, hubs and covering materials in an effort to build
the new model down to weight.

Peter Hall/Richard Fryer

Robin Kimber with FK1
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Jim Bagley: an Appreciation - Josh Marshall

This is an article from the old Paperback ‘Clarion’ of October 1995.
Jim Bagley was a master aeromodeller, well known for his iconic ‘Last Resort’ rubber model.

Early this week, I was saddened to hear, via Laurie Barr, that Jim’s-career had come to an early and abrupt end.
There can be no serious members of SAM who have not met Jim, or knew him through his writings.
Our thoughts and sympathy are extended to his wife Beryl and her family. Jim was one of those people who somehow manage
to pack ten times as much activity into life as do normal mortals
Living in the past as I do my thoughts went rushing back to 1959 when a younger Jim, with a much envied crop of hair, came
to join the Hayes model club and he stayed with us for a memorable 15 years, although then still at school, he was never a
beginner in aeromodelling.
His output of models was prolific, also his consumption of new engines, it is certain that nobody built and flew more
competition model planes than Jim, at this time power, rubber and gliders.
Somehow, Jim also found time to study, lay the foundations for a business career, write a series of magazine articles and
plans.
Competition success however did not come quickly or easily, and I have memories of trips with him in hired transport to the
S.M.A.E. Nationals at Hemswell and the A/2 Trials at Spitalgate. By the time the Nats moved to Waterbeach, Jim had become
a physical fitness addict (weight training etc.) and cycled there and back, his models and tent were left for me to transport.
Jim won a place in the A/2 British Team in 1963,which was to be held in Austria, however he then had developed a peculiar.
complex, and was reluctant to travel there, it took a lot of persuasion, and most of the Hayes funds to put him enroute.
Following from this he had an A/2 put out in kit form by Keilkraft, for some reason Jim was dissatisfied with the end result and
sometime later he started his own cottage kit industry, with another A/2 kit followed by other gliders, a rubber model and a
radio glider.
There were also the many galas which Jim ran at Chobham Common almost single handed, the entry fees were shared out,
and subsidised as prize money. , .,<
Jim was initiated into aeromodelling by an uncle who took him out as a fetchermite, his father was an engineer/machinist at
Fairey Aviation, where I spent most of my time, we saw each other daily, and I knew his dad Bill for more than ten year's'
before Jim and it was this connection that brought him into the Hayes Club and organised aeromodelling. ..;>
Memories come flooding back, perhaps of the time when he bought his first banger.. a dangerous contraption in which I was
chosen to accompany him, a far cry from his latest motor.
Yes also his wedding to Beryl too. Following his long stay 'with the Hayes club, Jim made several changes of address and we
rather lost touch for a lengthy period until he was re-infected with the modelling bug.

Josh Marshall. 18th October 1995.
Josh has really summed up a great all round modeller! I of course knew him in the pages of the magazines and it was really
only in the last few years of Middle Wallop that I got to know him personally. I was impressed and flattered that, with all the
effort that went into his flying, there was always time to chat.
We will all miss him.. Thanks Jim..     David Baker.
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Heard at the Hangar Doors - Aeromodeller May 1954
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Aeromodeller May 1954
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Wallop Pictorial 2011 - John Andrews

A few pictures from my files, of the 2011 Championships at Middle Wallop in August that year.

Pick of the bunch has to be our Membership Secretary & Webmaster toting, I think, No1 son Rory.

The well laden prize table, and a bottle for all the winners
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Walsall’s Alan Price surveys the rewards for his success on the day.

Carol Farley dishes out the most sought after reward of the day
Recipients: Roy Tiller; Peter Jackson; Chris Redrup; & our late Chairman John Thompson.
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A couple of Urchins

Birmingham’s Colin Shepherd with the ‘best time of the day’ trophy donated by the late Dick Twomey

Pictures from Wallop 2011 Champs: John Andrews
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Zeppelin (continued) - Editor

Extract from the book ‘The Zeppelin Story’ by John Christopher
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Editor
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Indoors Isn’t for Everyone 76 - Nick Peppiatt

Key Stage 1 Adventure
Our daughter is a primary school teacher, currently teaching early years. Each half term,
history and geography topics are alternated. The good news for aviation buffs and aero-
modellers alike is that a new history topic that has been recently introduced is titled ‘First
Flights’. So, I received a request from our daughter asking what I could do to assist. We agreed
that her class of five and six year olds could construct a simple chuck glider to fly in the school
hall. This is the section from her parent overview of the topic: -
History
This term in history we will be exploring the birth of aviation through an exciting scheme of
work called ‘First Flights’. We will be learning about the first aeroplanes that were made and
looking at the developments in technology and the role of flight in modern society. We will even
have a day with a very special guest who will help us create our own three component aeroplane
to fly!
In previous lessons, our daughter had covered a number of related topics, including one on the
pioneer aviatrix Bessie Coleman, which, I’m ashamed to say was a new name to me, and had
added a number of dates to a timeline on the classroom wall.

Profile Skyray, built to Bill Dean’s drawings, left, with simplified version, right.

As far as the model was concerned my thoughts turned to Bill Dean’s wonderful ‘Eagle Book of
Balsa Models’, which Roy Tiller has recently reviewed in his DBHLibrary Report No 157, and in
particular the Skyray profile chuck glider. Being a delta wing, this does not require a tailplane,
or cracking the wing for dihedral, so it just requires three parts – wing, fuselage and fin to
make a relatively stable model aeroplane. To save balsa, I substituted a simplified wing shape
from 2mm thick expanded polystyrene white insulation roll, which seemed to work just as well
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as the 1/32” thick balsa wing. This version flew more slowly, being 1.5g in weight, compared
with 2.3g for the all balsa version. The expanded polystyrene can be easily curled with the
fingers to make adjustments.
The result is a simple indoor glider that can be hurled about indoors by an enthusiastic
youngster without causing any significant damage, apart from to itself. So I set to work to
produce about thirty sets of components. The wing and fin templates were produced in card,
with the edges reinforced with cyanoacrylate adhesive and fuselage template from 1/32” ply.
It is worth noting that the Skyray was a modern aircraft, seventy years ago, when I was about
the same age as these youngsters. This is, of course, a rather larger time gap than between
the Wright Flyers and the development of the Douglas F4D Skyray itself.

Simplified Skyray templates (left) and piles of components (right)

So our daughter set up a ‘Red
Arrows Aviation Day’ for her class,
which happened to coincide with
Red Nose Day. This started with a
video of a Red Arrows aerobatic
display. The children were then
divided into small groups, with
various activities including
identifying some aeroplane
components, decorating and making
paper helicopter type spinners and
decorating the parts with colouring
pens prior to assembling a
Simplified Skyray. The aircraft
were assembled using slightly
diluted PVA glue, applied with a
blunted single ended cocktail stick.
The fin was held in place with small
pieces of painter’s blue masking
tape whilst the glue dried. The
children, with adult help, managed
to complete all their models before the mid-day break, allowing the glue to dry over lunch.

After the mid-morning break, we assembled in the school hall, which is of one badminton court
size, but with a high pointed ceiling, so that I could give some demonstration flights of model
aircraft.

A fleet of Simplified
Skyrays awaiting
the glue to harden.
All very individual
in their decoration!
Note the copy of the
Eagle Book of Balsa
Models in the
corner.
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I had brought along an old
Living Room Stick Insect,
a design by Brian Kenny,
published in the first
edition of the Flying
Model Designer and
Constructor magazine,
together with my equally
venerable Puddlebug, a
three channel radio
design by Stevens Aero,
which is highly responsive
and manoeuvrable in small
indoor spaces.
Whilst winding the Living
Room Stick Insect, I
commented that the first
known successful rubber
powered model aeroplane
was built about 150 years
ago, by the Frenchman
Alphonse Penaud.
I put 1750 turns on the
LRS and it climbed slowly
to the ceiling, where it
bumped around, before
descending and ending up
caught on a fitting on a
wall, after a flight of
several minutes. It was
easily removed from
where it had lodged with
the aid of broom handle. I
then made a short flight
with the Puddlebug,
without mishap. The walls
approached very quickly!
We then returned to the
classroom to finish off the
group tasks.
After lunch, the bits of tape were removed from the Simplified Skyrays and a pea sized piece
of red Plasticine was handed out as a nose weight (It was Red Nose Day, remember). We again
went to the hall where the children test launched their models whilst standing on a bench in
groups. I must admit that my trimming instructions were totally ignored! After some mayhem
and much repairing, by guess who, a distance competition was held and certificates given to the
three children who achieved the longest distances. This kept the teaching assistants busy with
moving the distance markers. The kids went home buzzing! However, I don’t know how many
Simplified Skyrays survived the following weekend.

Nick Peppiatt

My 7” wingspan Living Room Stick Insect on stand

Stevens Aero Puddlebug. Uses a Parkzone Vapor three channel RC brick
(PKZ3351 or PKZ3352) and a geared 8.5x20mm coreless motor (PKZ3624)
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Model Engines - Practical Mechanics Feb 1950

Extract from Practical Mechanics February 1950
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Practical Mechanics February 1950
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Bangor Indoors - Martin Pike

Indoor model flying in Bangor, North Wales
April 7th 2024

I have been organising small indoor flying meetings for several years. I reasoned that even if
I made a loss, it would be cheaper than regularly travelling to Birmingham or Manchester for
meetings.
This year we have moved to a larger hall; 6 rather than 4 badminton court size. The increased
cost (£39/hour) is offset by the greater flying area. I book two or three hour slots, depending
on availability. Personally I‘d be happy to fly for four or more hours, but others seem happy
with the relatively short slots.
There were not many free flight aeromodellers in the area, so I tried to recruit local radio
flyers, some of whom have become interested in either flying indoor R/C or venturing into free
flight. The radio club are considering sponsoring future indoor events for their members.
In summer weather we fly over a freely accessible upland bog and also at a radio club - on
agricultural land. We are fortunate in having good flying sites in North Wales.
I always bring spare models to indoor events that people can fly, as well as winders and a small
stock of model kits. Aeromodelling is not a great spectator sport. I show novices how to wind
and launch; then let them try it for themselves. Having simple kits available means that there
is at least a chance they’ll build something for a later meeting.
The Gyminnie Cricket models from the BMFA and Steve Midson foam models have been most
popular - both sadly no longer produced.
On Sunday 7th April we had a three hour slot with seven attendees. With only a few radio
flyers and a large hall there was no need for formal time slots.
John Charles - an experienced RC flyer - had been working on his Gyminnie Cricket, getting up
to 40 seconds from an entirely stock model. I could do no better with my stock model.
John Andrews has recently given me some of his models. Two of his ’BMFA 35 cm challenge’
models were brought out of retirement. Despite long storage and having been extensively
repaired, both flew up to two minutes out of the box with the first rubber that came to hand.
Although dauntingly delicate, these ‘large’ duration type models are remarkably forgiving and
allow relative novices to experience longer flights. I find most modellers can fly them after a
brief demonstration, and they are eminently repairable.
I had hoped to have my Scale National entries ready for this meeting, but I’d had to go away.
The Auster J4 flew (but needs repair) and the peanut is yet to be completed.

My scale J4 model, built in part from a kit given to me by John Wingate
Sleek Streak - kit from Volare products
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Allan Patrick’s radio models - Yellow J3 on park zone box.

Son Rory flying his radio triplane.

The ever popular ‘Hangar Rat’ Rory Photographs ex John Andrews’s 35cm model

Martin Pike
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The D.H.60 Moth - Model Aircraft January 1953
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Model Aircraft January 1953
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London Gala - Alan Brocklehurst

Report on F1G activities at the London Gala
Salisbury Plain 14 April 2024

A few days before the event, the weather forecast didn’t look good, but as the day approached,
the prospects looked better and, whilst it would be rather windy on the Saturday, it should at
least be flyable for Coupe on the Sunday.  Then came an email saying the event was cancelled
due to MoD activity, so I started to make alternative plans.   Then another email said it was
‘on’ and that MoD didn’t need Area 8 for training after all.  Fortunately, I managed to re-
arrange and get everything prepared in time and, as luck would have it, the forecast on Sunday
now offered mean wind speeds of 7-8-10mph (Westerly) which would be much more viable for
Coupe.

I made an early start to try to take advantage of the lighter winds earlier in the day.  Access
to the plain went well thanks to the efforts of Chris Redrup who provided planks and sand-bags
near the entrance and signs to a long drive over the grass field (thankfully now dried out).  The
line of cars eventually increased to about 15 on the Sunday, but entries were fewer than had
been hoped.  From what I gathered from organiser Simon Dixon, Saturday was quite breezy,
though flyable.

My first flight (with C-03, the red one) climbed steeply to begin with, but then more slowly,
not getting very high, before being influenced by the valley and D/T’d just above the horizon
to make the max.  My Second flight was a more obvious max, but according to the BMK GPS
tracker still only reached about 50m altitude and then lost height on the glide until it flew back
into good air and climbed for the last 20 seconds before it D/T’d and descended into the valley.

Unfortunately, my B&W club-mate, Martin Stagg didn’t get good air on his first flight and his
model went over the edge of the valley for only 1:23.  Meanwhile, Ben Hobbs made a poor launch
and scored only 0:57 on his first flight, but maxed on his second flight.  I suggested to Martin
that he ought to carry on and make another flight, but although the model got away well, it
spiralled-in on the glide for only 1:17.

During the competition, I didn’t have much time for noting what others were doing and, indeed,
no time to stop and take any photographs!  My third flight eliminated any fly-off hopes that I
might have had, as the launch didn’t go well and the air wasn’t good either, hence 1:39, sucked
down once again into the valley!

After a much needed lunch break, and with the wind increasing slightly and the temperature
dropping, I wound again and this time launched into reasonable air.  The wind took the model
along the field and then across the end of the valley such that we could clearly see where it
landed.  This was a nice max, though quite a long walk due to the increasing wind strength and
the undulations of Salisbury Plain.

After bit of an odd launch in rather turbulent air for my fifth flight, I was lucky that the
model recovered quickly and climbed away as well as it did, although again it didn’t get very
high and just flirted with tiny bits of buoyant air which prolonged the glide to scrape a final
max.
The retrieve was interesting, as it had flown along the edge off the field in the westerly breeze
and then went over into the eastern end of the valley quite low.  The GPS took me to a point
where there was no sign of the model and I slowly came to realise that this must be where the
signal had been lost, so was the last-known GPS position.  Whilst I have experienced several
over-the-horizon flights on the ‘Plain’, the BMK device must have previously picked up signals
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as I walked along so it had always taken me directly to the model (I can’t recall noticing
previously any sudden jumps in the GPS distance or direction, but one lives and learns!).  Anyway,
after talking to others who were retrieving their models, I carried on down the valley and
climbed quite a way up the other side, with GPS distance increasing and the instrument telling
me to go back.  I felt sure that the model couldn’t have gone this far, but I also know that
Salisbury Plain is famous for swallowing models.  Then, as if by magic, the BMK GPS device
indicated 175 m further on and to the left – surely not my brain replied!  I checked with
binoculars and saw nothing from my vantage point!  I think it was Simon Dixon who said I should
believe it!  I therefore followed the arrow to the new GPS location, and low and behold, I
walked straight to it!  The model was ‘hidden’ behind a slight ridge and dip in the terrain.
Brilliant!  Thank-you BMK!  It was a long walk back and I was relieved that this was my last
flight and I had come 3rd overall and top in the F1G section of the Combined Mini.

Combined Mini Results from London Gala (only 3 flew F1G)

E36, E30, 1/2a and P30 Results from London Gala
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Only 2 entries in 1/2A and a sole entrant in P30.
No-one flew in HLG, despite flags being set up to mark the ‘box’

Alan Brocklehurst

London Gala - Southern Coupe League Results

London Gala
Entrant Club League Score

1 A.Brocklehurst B&W 12
2 B.Hobbs Oxford 9
3 M.Stagg B&W 8

League Standings after Round 2

Entrant Club Coupe De
Brum

London
Gala

1 P. Woodhouse Morley 12
= A. Brocklehurst B&W 12
3 C. Foster Morley 9
= B. Hobbs Oxford 9
5 S. Philpott Birmingham 8
= M. Stagg B&W 8
7 I. Taylor Birmingham 7
8 G. Manion Birmingham 6
9 B. Whitehead Peterborough 5

10 A. Moorhouse 4
11 B. Dennis Oxford 3
12 M. Marshall 2
13 S. Darmon 1
14 A. Hewitt
= L. Drennan
= G. Warburton
= R. Vaughn
= R. Elliott
= P. Carter
= G. Peck

Roy Vaughn
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The Wacky World of EVTOL - Roger Newman

Chapter 2 Certification & Regulation
Certification & Regulation form much of the discussion in this month's note on the eVTOL
world. Whilst pundits, economic forecasters & respected government bodies pontificate about
the wonderful future that is coming with the introduction of the eVTOL revolution, those
organisations tasked with the issues of certification & regulation are trying to get to grips
with a constantly changing & evolving scenario driven primarily by technology & technological
limitations. It is highly probable that many  severe headaches have already arisen. Again these
notes are a personal view which may well turn out to be well wide of the mark!

As an adjunct to finish this month's note, a look at a few more contenders in a fast burgeoning
& already crowded market sector.

But first, what is the certification process?
Before a newly developed aircraft – in our case an eVTOL air vehicle, may enter into operation,
it must obtain a type certificate from the responsible aviation regulatory authority. Since
2003, EASA has been responsible for the certification of aircraft in the EU and for some
European non-EU Countries. The issue of a certificate testifies that the type of aircraft meets
the safety requirements set by the European Union. It is mainly reciprocal with the FAA (USA)
& the CAA (UK) who have similar processes. Since Brexit, the CAA has to run its own course.

As a “for example” the four stages of the certification process currently defined by EASA are
briefly:
1. Technical Familiarisation & Certification Basis
The aircraft (eVTOL) manufacturer presents the project to EASA when it is considered to
have reached a sufficient degree of maturity. The EASA certification team & the set of rules
that will apply for the certification of the specific aircraft type are being established
(Certification Basis).

2. Establishment of the Certification Program
EASA & the manufacturer need to define & agree on the means to demonstrate compliance of
the aircraft type with each requirement of the Certification Basis. This goes hand in hand with
the “level of involvement” of EASA during the certification process.

3. Compliance Demonstration
The aircraft (eVTOL) manufacturer must demonstrate compliance of its product with
regulatory requirements: the structure, engines/motors, control systems, electrical systems &
flight performance are analysed against the certification basis. This compliance demonstration
is done by analysis during ground testing (such as tests on the structure to withstand bird
strikes, fatigue & tests in simulators) & also by means of tests during flight. EASA experts
perform a detailed examination of this compliance demonstration by means of documentation
in their offices in Cologne & by attending some of these compliance demonstrations (test
witnessing). This is the longest phase of the type certification process & may be extended if
necessary.

4. Technical closure & issue of approval
If technically satisfied with the compliance demonstration by the manufacturer, EASA closes
the investigation & issue the certificate. EASA delivers the primary certification for European
aircraft (eVTOL) models which are also being validated perhaps in parallel by foreign
authorities for operation in their airspaces e.g. the FAA for the USA. Conversely EASA will
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validate the FAA certification of US aircraft (eVTOL) models according to the applicable
Bilateral Aviation Safety Agreements between the EU & the concerned Third Country.

The Challenges of Certification & Introduction into Service
The certification process & introduction into service for eVTOL air vehicles presents multiple
complex challenges. Let’s have a look at some of them & have a quick look at seeing what
progress is being made by some of the responsible authorities:

5. A Desired Accelerated Timeline:
Unlike traditional aviation, eVTOL developers/manufacturers aim to achieve
certification much faster than traditional aircraft designers & manufacturers have ever
achieved.
a. The airline industry took nearly a century to develop & establish a world wide

industry that embraced production, operation, safety, utility, and efficiency for the
masses. In contrast, those companies developing eVTOL air vehicles strive to
achieve this in a fraction of that time.

b. For this to happen, activities such as (for example) design, training of pilots &
support staff, operating procedures & infrastructure implementation would have to
happen concurrently. Not perhaps impossible but exceeding difficult for the
certification process as it has a constantly moving field to contend with – consider
the introduction of the Lockheed F-35 as a prime example of an exceedingly complex
project where this has been tried to some degree & spectacularly failed to date in
terms of expected performance & reliability criteria, cost over-runs & timescale.

6. Development:
a. Historically, aviation certification has followed a fairly linear path: design the

aircraft, build the prototype/s, certify the aircraft, confirm provisional orders/set
up volume manufacturing whilst addressing pilot training and operational aspects.

b. With a burgeoning eVTOL sector, parallel development could be crucial.
Certification, training, and preparation for operations will need to progress together
– can this be successfully achieved?

c. Infrastructure readiness, & airspace regulation inclusive of air traffic management
& control is equally vital – without these, eVTOL operations would be severely
limited.

d. The introduction of specialised Vertiports for operational flights has the potential
for ramifications in other infrastructure issues – e.g. external power generation for
battery charging, local authority approval, location & accessibility of suitable &
usable sites.

7. Unique Aspects:
eVTOLs introduce new & novel issues & features – some of which for example are:

a. Electric Distributed Propulsion: Different from traditional engines currently
used in aviation,.

b. High Voltage Architecture: Requires specialized safety considerations.
c. Complex battery management due to flight profiles of eVTOL
d. Fly-by-Wire Flight Control Systems: Complex electronic control systems for

thrust & flight control.
e. Crashworthiness Requirements: Ensuring safety during normal operation &

emergencies.
f. Operation from an entirely new form of “airport” - the “Vertiport”
g. Unknown “downwash” issues arising from aspects of multiple eVTOL operations
h. Noise issues when multiple eVTOL operations give rise to community concerns
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8. Public Acceptance & Marketing
a. Convincing the public of eVTOL safety and reliability is essential.
b. Competitive pricing for Users
c. Convenience of service & availability of use will be crucial, particularly if 24/7 & all-

weather operation is demanded by Users
d. Effective marketing, volume manufacturing and distribution strategies - all will be

crucial for any  widespread mass adoption.

9. Regulatory Barriers:
eVTOLs challenge existing aviation regulators & regulations due to their unique
features.

 Public Authorities will have to adapt and create performance-based planning rules &
requirements in a timely manner e.g. for Vertiports in previously unconsidered areas.

 Leveraging existing compliance methods may assist in expediting certification but
equally could be a complication.

10. Cost & Rigour
 The certification process is potentially expensive, exacting & time consuming.
 Are there enough staff in the various regulatory bodies to cope with potential demand?
 eVTOL manufacturers face rigorous scrutiny to establish, ensure & maintain safety and

reliability for a very new & novel form of transportation.
 Introductory services will likely be loss making for quite a while.
 Capital acquisition & new infrastructure costs will not be cheap.
 Return on investment may well take a considerable time.

In summary, while eVTOL’s offer the promise of exciting advancements, overcoming multiple
challenges will be essential for their successful operational integration into any already
crowded airspace! This without addressing the considerable financial barriers of launching
services that are not likely to be financially viable for quite a few years into the future. It is
probable that limited piloted services will be introduced during the latter half of this decade
with autonomous operation following in the next decade, but will there ever be the volume
operation that makes a major & significant impact on the use of road vehicles to alleviate
already existing traffic congestion problems – I very much doubt it! More likely yet another
niche activity for those who can afford to indulge & wish to do something a bit different?

A short pot pourri of regulatory activities in the UK
China apart, the major certification activities are in the USA & the EU – in both cases there
seems to be a great deal of documented activity in drafting consultations & issuing preliminary
rules. In the UK the Dept for Transport has very recently published it's “Future of Flight”
Action Plan, not a regulatory document but full of good intentions with very little direct action
or immediate material support by way of funding relative to the private venture capital being
poured into start-up Companies – for example “This document presents a plan for the
development and industrialisation of emerging aviation technologies and their integration into
the existing civil aviation system, where they can provide material economic, environmental and
social benefits.” & talks about building an industry “Forecasts and scenarios about the potential
future size of the UAS market vary widely and are highly uncertain. UAS could add tens of
billions of pounds to the UK economy in the next 10 years through productivity benefits and
lower costs. If the UK adopts UAS at scale, PwC estimates they could contribute up to £45
billion to the UK economy by 2030, through significant cost savings to the agriculture, water,
energy, transport, logistics and public sectors. (Any funding mentioned seems to be
collaborative between Government & Industry.)
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Estimates of the market size for AAM also vary, though industry forecasts suggest the global
market could be worth billions of pounds in the coming decades. We aim to secure for the UK
a significant share of the global market, with UK specific studies indicating AAM use cases as
having the potential to significantly contribute to the UK economy. Notably, regional air
mobility is highlighted as an attractive option for connecting locations where the construction
of large-scale infrastructure may not be cost effective. Vertical Aerospace, building on global
analysis from Roland Berger, estimate UK AAM market annual revenue could exceed £1 billion
from 2035”. Perhaps a degree of financial optimism is overwhelming reality on various fronts?

Some CAA activities
The CAA already has Bilateral agreements and arrangements with several partners, inclusive
of the EU & the USA, that allows (amongst other topics) the airworthiness certification of
civil aeronautical products to be shared between two countries. In the UK, the CAA has
indicated that it will look to taking on evolving EASA/EU rules for certification of eVTOL air
vehicles which does make sense if it happens.
The CAA has previously established an eVTOL Safety Leadership Group (eVSLG) consortium
which it co-chairs, that contains potential operators, existing rotorcraft experts and aviation
companies, including the Bristow Helicopters and Virgin Atlantic, as well as eVTOL
manufacturers such as Joby and Vertical Aerospace. However, the eVSLG consortium is an
open space for industry and is outside of usual Civil Aviation Authority governance and
assurance processes. While eVTOL aircraft are not yet in operation, these vehicles have the
potential to launch commercially in the UK “within the few years”. In order to begin operations
and receive regulatory approval, any eVTOL aircraft will need to stand up to the strictest
standards of aviation safety, hence the attention of the CAA.
Quite separately, the CAA has recently launched a consultation on the initial configuration,
operation & use of Vertiports. Interesting in so much as it appears to broadly follow the
approach of the FAA  in that it regards the Vertiport is an “add-on”  to a regular airfield & not
something entirely new. I guess this makes sense from a regulatory perspective, as a pre-
requisite for any eVTOL operations but is hardly revolutionary relative to all the hype
surrounding a new form of air travel in as much as it offers very little difference from regular
light aircraft movements except that of course range limitations of initial eVTOL aircraft will
severely diminish the scope & potential competitiveness of commercial operation?

More Contenders
A few more contenders from the throng, in no particular order of significance other than three
are from the Far East & one from the UK plus one more from the USA. All have differences
from the previous bunch mentioned last month, again none are  yet certified & none have flown
extensively as prototypes.

AutoFlight Prosperity – China

Lift & Cruise

Published statistics include:
250Km plus range
200Km/hr cruise speed
approx 350kg typical payload
4 passengers plus pilot
anticipated entry in service  2027
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Overair Butterfly

Vectored Thrust

100 mile + range
200mph max speed
low acoustic noise
5 passengers plus pilot
anticipated entry in service 2028

Sky Drive SD-05 – Japan

MultiCopter

range approx 15km
max cruise speed approx 100km/hr
scheduled to be debuted 2025
2 passengers plus pilot
anticipated entry in service 2026

Supernal SA-2 (Hyundai) – South Korea

Vectored Thrust

range approx 25 – 40 miles
typical cruise speed approx 120mph
4 passengers plus pilot
planned entry in service 2028

Vertical Aerospace VX4 UK
Vectored Thrust

4 passengers plus pilot
planned entry into service 2027
typical range 100 miles
typical cruise speed 150mph

What of these? All have differences of course, lots of questions & few answers.
The AutoFlight Prosperity is reported to have had the furthest certified flight, hence one
assumes a greater range but is not forecast to become certified until 2028 as a piloted eVTOL
& has a paucity of published information; the Overair Butterfly bears some resemblance to the
Boeing Osprey, particularly with its large rotors but will that cause downdraught issues?; the
Sky-Drive has a very short range & minimal passenger capability; the Supernal looks the part
but is only at prototype stage & has yet to fly; the first Vertical VX-4 prototype suffered a
hard landing at Kemble during a test flight & has been written off, so a lot depends on the next
prototype. Time will tell, as will the ability to keep funding development & limited production
whilst generating minimal revenue in the short term assuming successful certification is
achieved.

Roger Newman
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DBHLibrary (Magazines) - Roy Tiller

Report No.159 Eagle Book of Balsa Models, date of publication.
Last month I asked the question “What was the date of
publication of the first edition of the Eagle Book of Balsa
Models by Bill Dean?”  The reason for the question was that
the book itself carries no indication of the publication date.

Both the second and third editions indicate that the first
edition was copyright Bill Dean 1959, which I had taken to
also be the publication date, but that is not the case.

Thank you to Nick Peppiatt and Andrew Longhurst for raising
the question and providing the answer.

The first edition was published by Hulton Press Ltd. (Eagle)
in 1954. The date has been confirmed by the British Library.

Bill Dean acquired the copyright in 1959.

The second edition, titled Bill Dean’s Book of Balsa Models
was published in 1970 and is copyright Bill Dean 1970.

The third edition, titled The Solarbo Book of Balsa Flying Models was published in 1990 and
is copyright Bill Dean 1990.

So that is finally sorted, thank you to all involved.

Next month, at last, back to our earliest books.
Roy Tiller, tel 01202 511309, email roy.tiller@ntlworld.com

Roy Tiller

Secretary’s Notes for May 2024 - Ray Elliott

Well, Easter has come and gone and, for the third time in four years, we had to cancel the
Croydon Wakefield / SAM1066 Day. On this occasion it wasn’t because of access difficulties
or bad weather (although that might have been the case), but because the military needed the
site for drone activities. We will endeavour to rearrange the contest for later in the year.
The London Gala, held on the 13th and 14th April, almost met a similar fate; our contact with the
powers that be, David Palmer, was told on the Thursday prior to the weekend that Area 8 was
again required for drone activity. This resulted in an announcement cancelling the contest.
However, in a call directly to the army it transpired that there was no drone activity planned
for that weekend, so the contest was back on.
Peter Carter tells me that the Southern Area BMFA Gala at Odiham will take place on the
18thAugust. Unfortunately, this clashes with the BMFA Southern Gala to be held on Salisbury
Plain on that day but as we have not been offered an alternative date for Odiham we’ll have to
live with it. Full details are in the flyer in this issue.
Finally, a brief reminder that permits for Free Flight flying at North Luffenham and Salisbury
Plain can be obtained via the BMFA website.

Ray Elliott
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Plans for the Month - Roger Newman

Power: Has anyone a Jetex 35, If so, here is a Bill Dean design
all sheet Atom Baby in Nov 53 Aeromodeller

Glider: 60" parasol wing job, Aeromodeller Sept 46 - Blue Diamond - design for small parks!
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Rubber: Skyleada Amphibian - make it in the summer before the rainy season starts

Roger Newman

Events and Notices
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Provisional Events Calendar 2024
With competitions for Vintage and/or Classic models

All competitions are provisional. Check websites before attending

February 24th Saturday Coupe De Brum, Luffenham
or February 25th Sunday

March 10th Sunday BMFA 1st Area
March 16th Saturday Le Petit Class’Q de Brum, Luffenham
or March 17th Sunday
March 29th Good Friday Northern Gala, Barkston

April 1st Monday Croydon Wakefield day + SAM1066 - SP
April 13th Saturday London Gala, Salisbury Plain
April 14th Sunday London Gala, Salisbury Plain
April 28th Sunday BMFA 2nd Area

May 19th Sunday BMFA 3rd Area
May 25th Saturday FF Nationals, Salisbury Plain
May 26th Sunday FF Nationals, Salisbury Plain
May 27th Monday FF Nationals, Salisbury Plain

June16th Sunday BMFA 4th Area
June 22nd Saturday Crookham Gala, Salisbury Plain
or June 23rd Sunday

July 7th Sunday BMFA 5th Area
July 21st Sunday BMFA 6th Area

August 3rd Saturday East Anglian Gala, Sculthorpe
August 4th Sunday East Anglian Gala, Sculthorpe
August 18th Sunday Southern Gala, Salisbury Plain
August 18th Sunday Southern Area BMFA Gala, Odiham

September 1st Sunday BMFA 7th Area
September 14th Saturday Stonehenge Cup, Salisbury Plain
September 15th Sunday Equinox Cup, Salisbury Plain

October 6th Sunday BMFA 8th Area
October 13th Sunday Croydon Coupe Europa + SAM1066 - SP
October19th Saturday Midland Gala, Venue, Barkston

November 5rd Sunday Buckminster Gala, BMFA Centre
or November 17th Sunday

Please check before travelling to any of these events.
Access to MOD property can be withdrawn at very short notice!

For up-to-date details of SAM 1066 events at Salisbury Plain check the Website
www.SAM1066.org

For up-to-date details of all BMFA Free Flight events check the websites
www.freeflightuk.org or www.BMFA.org

For up-to-date details of SAM 35 events refer to SAM SPEAKS or check website
www.SAM35.org
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Useful Websites

SAM 1066 - www.sam1066.org
Mike Woodhouse - www.freeflightsupplies.co.uk
BMFA - www.bmfa.org
SAM 35 - www.sam35.org
National Free Flight Society (USA) - www.freeflight.org
Ray Alban - www.vintagemodelairplane.com
Belair Kits - www.belairkits.com
Wessex Aeromodellers - www.wessexaml.co.uk
US SAM website - www.antiquemodeler.org
Peterborough MFC - www.peterboroughmfc.org
Outerzone -free plans - www.outerzone.co.uk
Vintage Radio Control - www.norcim-rc.club
Model Flying New Zealand - www.modelflyingnz.org
Raynes Park MAC - www.raynesparkmac.c1.biz
Sweden, Patrik Gertsson - www.modellvänner.se
Magazine downloads - www.rclibrary.co.uk
South Bristol MAC - www.southbristolmac.co.uk
Vintage Model Co. www.vintagemodelcompany.com
John Andrews www.johnandrewsaeromodeller.webs.com

control/left click to go to sites

Are You Getting Yours? - Membership Secretary
As most of you know, we send out an email each month letting you know
about the posting of the latest edition of the New Clarion on the website.
Invariably, a few emails get bounced back, so if you’re suddenly not hearing
from us, could it be you’ve changed your email address and not told us?
To get back on track, email membership@sam1066.org to let us know your
new cyber address (snailmail address too, if that’s changed as well).

P.S.
I always need articles/letters/anecdotes to keep the New Clarion going, please pen at least
one piece. I can handle any media down to hand written if that’s where you’re at. Pictures can
be jpeg or photo’s or scans of photos. I just want your input. Members really are interested in
your experiences even though you may think them insignificant.

If I fail to use any of your submissions it will be due to an oversight,
please feel free to advise and/or chastise

Your editor John Andrews


